Global Current Trends in Drug Designing for Management of Type-2 Diabetes and Neurodegenerative Disorders
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Abstract
Neurodegenerative diseases (NDs) and Type 2 diabetes (T2D) are progressive disorder often advances with age. T2D is characterized by hyperglycaemia, insulin resistance or relative lack of insulin uptake whereas NDs are characterized by the decline in cognitive function, diffuse deposition of amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles in AD and degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in substantia nigra, leading to a reduction of striatal dopamine (DA) levels in PD. Since conventional drugs fail to surpass the natural CNS protective barriers, therefore, in order to overcome these hurdles, targeted drug delivery is of foremost significance for the treatment of AD and PD. New generation of drugs has discovered through innovative nanotechnology approaches such as polymeric nanoparticles are promising candidates in the investigation of AD because nanoparticles are capable of opening the tight junctions, crossing the BBB. Thus, there is a need to adopt current trend and newer strategies such as nanotechnological, computational and gene therapy approaches for drug design and delivery.
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Introduction
Type 2 diabetes (T2D) and neurodegenerative diseases (NDs) are commonly associated with growing age. They have drawn significant attention due to their rise at an alarming rate [1]. The increasing occurrence of both these diseases has lead to a great socioeconomic burden as well as major public health concerns worldwide [2]. NDs include a range of disorders, which involves dysfunction of the central nervous system (CNS), due to degeneration of neurons and associated pathological processes. These diseases include Lewy body dementia, vascular dementia, Huntington’s disease, Parkinson’s (PD), and Alzheimer’s diseases (AD) [3]. Interestingly, in spite of different pathophysiology of these neurodegenerative diseases, there are some common similarities between these neurodegenerative disorders namely atypical protein assemblies as well as induced cell death [4]. Hence, most of the neurodegenerative disorders are characterized by the inappropriate aggregation of amyloidic proteins, such as Aβ peptides derived from Amyloid precursor protein (APP) and paired helical filament (PHF) aggregates of microtubule-associated protein (MAP), tau, which are known respectively as senile plaques and neurofibrillary tangles in the context of AD [5]. Other pathological examples of abnormal protein aggregates include PHF tau in tauopathies and frontotemporal dementias, huntingtin proteins in HD, α-synuclein in PD, and filamentous prion proteins in Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease (CJD) [6]. T2D is characterized by hyperglycaemia, insulin resistance or relative lack of insulin is secreted by β-cells but in T2D it fails to stimulate glucose uptake by the cells and hence it is called insulin independent diabetes [7].

AD is a major health concern worldwide affecting nearly every society. The disease is an irreversible, progressive and age-related neurodegenerative disorder. It is characterized by declined cognitive function, diffuse deposition of amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles. Various multi-disciplinary studies (epidemiologic and clinical) were carried out in an effort to identifying the etiology, pathogenesis and risk factors linked with AD. These studies revealed strong evidence that AD is related with T2D and that both these diseases share the same patho-physiology hypothesizing that AD might be type-3 diabetes [8]. Emerging evidences disclosed many similarities between both the diseases, such as protein conformational disorders, insulin resistance, inflammation and endoplasmic reticulum stress, en-route initiation and/or stage aggravation [9]. So far, evidence suggests that patients with hyperinsulinemia, insulin resistance and T2D are at an increased risk of memory impairment and getting AD supporting the hypothesis that T2D is linked with an increased risk of AD and thus controlling diabetes could have a positive impact in the prevention of the AD disease [10]. At present, several drugs are used for the treatment of both these diseases but none of them offers complete remission of the disease except, symptomatic relief [11]. Moreover, these drugs lack efficacy due to their various limitations, such as conventional drug delivery systems beyond the blood brain barrier (BBB), lack of target specificity and diminished potency. In this perspective, the emerging field of nanotechnology has offered new techniques and tools to overcome these challenges [12]. Similarly, Parkinson’s disease (PD) is also a chronic progressive neurodegenerative disorder and it is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder after AD. Patients exhibit a range of clinical symptoms, with the most common affecting; motor function includes resting tremor, rigidity, akinnesia, bradykinesia and postural instability and non-motor symptoms like...
dementia, depression, visual hallucination and autonomic dysfunction [13]. The main neurochemical abnormality in PD is degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in substantia nigra, leading to a reduction of striatal dopamine (DA) levels. The clinical decline parallels that of the progressive degeneration of the remaining dopaminergic neurons [14]. Currently, use of Levodopa (L-dopa) as dopamine-replacement therapy is the chief treatment of motor symptoms in PD [15-18]. However, this drug is suffered with a major limitation by developing dyskinesias if the L-dopa treatment is prolonged [19]. The pathophysiological mechanisms of L-dopa-induced dyskinesia are poorly understood, though non-physiological release of synaptic dopamine is likely to play a major role in its development [20]. Recently, it has been suggested, based on studies in rodents, that L-dopa induced dyskinesia may be associated with a disrupted BBB and that this may in turn contribute to its pathophysiology, by further exacerbating dyskinesia [21].

Regardless of all above facts, scientists throughout the world have been continuously trying to discover novel drugs that can be used for the prevention and treatment of such debilitating diseases [22]. In this endeavor, approximately, 554 drug candidates, including 304 small molecules, 40 recombinant proteins and 10 monoclonal antibodies, were approved in USA between 1980 to 2001 [23]. Although, there is a steady increase in the development of drugs in the last century, as evident from our current data, approximately 1,200 new therapeutic agents have been approved since 1950 by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [24]. In spite of the constant increase in the total money spent on pharmaceutical research and development (R&D) over the past decade, the number of new drug approvals has declined in recent years. Such a drastic decrease in the generation of new drugs has led researchers to adopt new trends in innovative drug discovery and design. Innovative drug discovery is not only based on technical component, but also rely on new ideas or strategies. The advent of modern molecular techniques and tools along with new technologies has had a strong impact on drug development and research over the couple of decades [24]. Moreover, in the beginning of 21st century, there has been further increase in the development of biochemical techniques and cutting-edge technologies that has made available of new approaches in drug design and invention. The utilization of biochemical assays [25], employment of biomarkers [26], exploitation of mathematical models [27], microarray gene-expression technologies [28], operation of molecular imaging, pharmaceutical crystal engineering [29], application of high speed synthesis technologies [30], computational drug design including computational methodologies firmly rooted in statistical thermodynamics [31], as well as the adoption of genotoxicity testing [32] have greatly facilitated the selection and optimization of lead compounds.

**Current Trends in drug designing**

Evidences accumulated so far has support the hypothesis that T2D is associated with an increased risk of AD [33] and that controlling diabetes could have a major impact in the prevention of the AD. The management of AD patients is heavily dependent on the currently available treatments, which usually offers only symptomatic benefit. In such a situation, there is a need to evolve a better strategy that can lead to disease modifying therapeutics [34]. In this perspective, robust diagnosis tools are prerequisite for an early stage detection of AD. Further, it is crucial in clinical trial setting to evaluate drug efficacy and for implementing finest patient management strategies. Currently, there are five FDA-approved Alzheimer’s drugs that can provide symptomatic relief among 50% of the patients by temporarily helping in memory retention and enhancing thinking ability [35]. Thus, it seems that the treatment strategies for AD are limited and can only provide temporally relief from these drugs that modulate neurotransmitter disturbances. Of the five drugs approved to treat symptoms of AD, two are derived from plant alkaloids: galantamine, originally from *Galanthus woronowii*, and rivastigmine, which is based on the chemical structure of physostigmine from *Physostigma venenosum* [36]. These drugs inhibit acetylcholinesterase to improve cholinergic neuronal dysfunction and the associated cognitive symptoms that occur in AD, the most common form of dementia. Many other alkaloids and their derivatives have been investigated for their ability to modulate cholinergic functions in AD and other dementias [36,37]. But these medications do not treat the underlying causes of Alzheimer’s. In contrast, many of the new drugs in development aim to modify the disease process itself, by impacting one or more of the many wide-ranging brain changes that Alzheimer’s causes [38]. These changes offer potential “targets” for new drugs to stop or slow the progress of the disease. Many researchers believe successful treatment will eventually involve a “cocktail” of medications aimed at several targets, similar to current state-of-the-art treatments for many cancers and AIDS [39]. For the management of PD, several alkaloids have been explored as potential treatment for the motor symptoms that occur in the disease, via modulation of dopaminergic neurotransmission [37]. Lead compounds for drug discovery include ergot alkaloids from Claviceps purpurea, which provided templates for the development of synthetic drugs such as bromocriptine, used to alleviate PD symptoms [37]. Numerous other alkaloids and their derivatives have been investigated for their ability to alleviate symptoms in neurodegenerative diseases, with some emerging as disease-modifying agents. Nicotine and caffeine, which are alkaloids, have been suggested to provide protective effects against the development of some neurodegenerative diseases and are discussed from an epidemiological perspective, with consideration of their mechanistic effects [38]. Currently, there are several drugs used in the treatment of diseases with their certain limitations such as drug delivery, efficacy, cytotoxicity and most importantly drug resistance. Further, a combinatorial drug approaches have been tried since last few decades in order to improved the treatment, but the outcome is discouraging because of the major side effects and diminished potency in patients where the drug develops resistance [39]. Therefore, there is a need to bring out unique and safer approach in 21st century for the effective treatment strategies.

**New trends in drug designing**

Although over the last two decades, much attention has been paid on identifying active ingredients from natural products or traditional remedies, or by chemical synthesis in order to discover unique and safer drugs. However, it seems that the trend has been shifted towards new approaches for modern drug design and discovery (Figure 1).

**Nanomedicine: Nanotechnology is an emerging multidisciplinary field that is revolutionizing medicinal research. It has an immense potential in radically advancing the treatment and prevention of several diseases [40]. Notably, there have been already significant advancements in the application of various nanotechnology-based approaches towards the diagnostics and therapeutics of cancer [40]. Similarly, nanotechnology offers immense potential in terms of drug delivery and efficacy for the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases. It is very clear that targeted delivery of drugs to neurodegenerative disease is of foremost significance for treating AD and PD [41]. One of the major problems in treating such neurodegenerative disorders is their inability to surpass the natural CNS protective barriers, mainly the BBB [42]. To overcome the impositions of the BBB, new generation**
of drugs discovered through innovative nanotechnology approaches such as polymeric biocompatible drug carriers have been applied to the central nervous system for many applications [42]. Polymeric nanoparticles are promising candidates in the investigation of AD because nanoparticles are capable of opening tight junctions, crossing the BBB, high drug loading capacities, targeting towards the abberant proteins of AD [43]. In order to strengthen the pharmacological activity of antiparkinsonian drugs, enhancing their penetration of the BBB, different approaches are possible. Among these, the prodrug approach appeared to be the most promising, and many prodrugs have been prepared in an effort to optimize physicochemical characteristics [44]. In addition, novel therapeutic strategies based on formulations linking dopaminergic drugs with neuroprotective agents, increases LD striatal levels. These strategies offer sustained release of the drug without any fluctuation of brain concentration, presenting promising avenues for development of other effective new treatments for PD [44].

Bioinformatics or computational approach in drug designing

The completion of Human genome project has revolutionized the biomedical research and has had great impact on the basic biological research especially, in the area of genomics and proteomics that led to discovery of new drugs [45]. For such innovative drug discovery and design, a lot of genomics and proteomics experimental data are compared with established genomics and proteomics databases, with the help of computer software enabling quick and accurate searches within these databases. In order to pursue an innovative approach for supporting the design of clinical trials, a bioinformatics approach offers immense scope in drug discovery. It is possible to simulate various aspects of the drug discovery and design through in silico analysis rather than undertake experiments or trials in the laboratory [46]. Such a computational approach may lead to reasonable savings both in time and in cost. ND. Indeed it is a computational neuropharmacology, which could address the possible problem of add-on neuroleptics (antipsychotic drugs) and antidepressant treatment for behavioral problems in the relevant patient populations [47]. As for example, G protein-coupled receptors, which are the target of psychoactive drugs, such as the neuroleptic Haldol--are known to interfere with intracellular pathways typically associated with disease-modifying approaches, and vice-versa. Computational neuropharmacology allows a quantitative estimation of the effect of additional medication on disease-modifying therapeutic approaches and, as such, can be helpful in optimizing clinical trial design.

Conclusion

Currently many drugs are available to treat the neurodegenerative disorder especially, AD and PD with different targets and mechanisms of action. However, none of these drugs has proven to be significant in terms of efficacy owing to their various limitations. The current medication for AD such as the anticholinesterase inhibitors and the latest NMDA receptor inhibitor, Namenda offer moderate symptomatic relief at various stages of the disease, but do not hold progression of this neurodegenerative disorder. Similarly, the most common drugs used to treat PD are Sinemet and (Levodopa/Carbidopa). Levodopa is the most commonly prescribed and effective drug for controlling the symptoms to be used as a neurotransmitter. On the other hand, Sinemet may also cause restlessness, confusion, or abnormal movements. Therefore, considering multifactorial nature of the disease, a number of factors have to be taken care of while tackling such disease. Thus, there is a need to adopt new strategies such as nanotechnological and gene therapy approaches for targeted drug delivery as well as pharmacological compounds with many properties that could be able to exert their effect heterogeneously on multiple factors implicated with AD and PD. In this endeavor, the growing importance of nanotechnology has become potential choice, due to its substantial popularity in the field of nanomedicine. There are a number of biocompatible nanoparticles reported to be effective to overcome these limitations and could serve as an effective drug delivery system with slight optimization of
physical, chemical and biological properties. These newer generations of drug delivery systems have major advantages over conventional drug delivery systems. In short, nanoparticles offer a great potential in drug delivery across BBB due to their small sizes and ease of surface modifications.
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